Physical limits to spatial resolution of optical recording: Clarifying the spatial structure of cortical hypercolumns
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Neurons in macaque primary visual cortex are spatially arranged by their global topographic position and in at least three overlapping local modular systems: ocular dominance columns, orientation pinwheels, and cytochrome oxidase (CO) blobs. Individual neurons in the blobs are not tuned to orientation, and populations of neurons in the pinwheel center regions show weak orientation tuning, suggesting a close relation between pinwheel centers and CO blobs. However, this hypothesis has been challenged by a series of optical recording experiments. In this report, we show that the statistical error associated with photon scatter and absorption in brain tissue combined with the blurring introduced by the optics of the imaging system has typically been in the range of 250 μm. These physical limitations cause a systematic error in the location of pinwheel centers because of the vectorial nature of these patterns, such that the apparent location of a pinwheel center measured by optical recording is never (on average) in the correct in vivo location. The systematic positional offset is ~116 μm, which is large enough to account for the claimed misalignment of CO blobs and pinwheel centers. Thus, optical recording, as it has been used to date, has insufficient spatial resolution to accurately locate pinwheel centers. The earlier hypothesis that CO blobs and pinwheel centers are coterminous remains the only hypothesis currently supported by reliable observation.
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The columnar organization of the neocortex is one of the seminal discoveries in neurobiology (1, 2). Neurons in vertical register within the cortex tend to have similar response properties, such as selectivity for oriented visual stimuli and ocular dominance (2). Perhaps even more important, however, was the discovery that columns were themselves organized into larger structures, termed hypercolumns, comprised of the full 180° range of orientation tuning for both eyes on the scale of ~1 mm (3, 4). This idea has proven vital because it suggested a basic uniformity of cortical structure and a principle around which it might be organized. Because hypercolumn structure is critical to theories of both cortical function and its development, clarifying its details has been a central goal of neuroscience.

Horton and Hubel (5, 6) showed that an additional periodic anatomical feature of primate visual cortex, the cytochrome oxidase (CO) blob system, consists of patches of cortical tissue most prominently appearing in layers II/III but also appearing in layers I, IVb, V, and VI, with a size of ~150 × 250 μm in primary visual cortex (V1) of macaque, and exhibiting higher-than-average metabolic activity, hence, staining darkly for CO activity. They observed the CO blob density to be approximately five per mm², although Horton and Hocking (7) showed variation of a factor of two across subjects. The receptive field properties of neurons in the blobs is still an area of active research, but Livingstone and Hubel (8) demonstrated that unoriented, chromatically tuned receptive fields are a characteristic feature of neurons located within the blobs. Through careful alignment of anatomical data, Horton and Hubel (5, 6) found that CO blobs generally lie at the centers of ocular dominance columns and have an average period, in macaque, of ~350 μm in the direction parallel to local ocular dominance column boundaries, and 550 μm perpendicular, demonstrating an interrelationship between these two anatomical systems that inspired the incorporation of the blob system into a revised hypercolumn model (6, 8).

The pinwheel pattern (9) of orientation tuning columns in visual cortex, first observed with optical recording (10, 11), is arguably the single most widely recognized icon of cortical functional architecture. This pattern represents the spatial layout of neurons in visual cortex responsive to oriented visual stimuli, characterized by orientation singularities at the pinwheel centers (where locally the map exhibits tuning to the full 180° of orientations) surrounded by regions where orientation preference changes smoothly.

Optical recording studies have shown that pinwheel centers, like the CO blobs, are aligned with ocular dominance column centers in macaque V1 (10, 12). The neurons within the CO blob regions are not tuned to orientation, and the centers of cortical pinwheels, at least at the level of population response, are also weakly tuned to orientation. The hypothesis that CO blobs and pinwheel centers are coterminous was thought to establish the basic structure of the cortical hypercolumn. [This hypercolumn model had been suggested previously by Horton (ref. 6, figure 49) and by Blasdel and Grinvald (ref. 13, figure 14).]

However, this parsimonious version of the hypercolumn is inconsistent with three experimental reports. Bartfeld and Grinvald (14) reported evidence, based on joint in vivo optical recording of intrinsic signals and CO histology in macaque V1, that CO blobs and orientation pinwheels are not aligned. In apparent support of this observation, they also reported that orientation tuning of neurons near the putative pinwheel centers was different from those in more distal locations. However, no spatial error analysis was presented in this work.

The latter of these two observations of Bartfeld and Grinvald (14) was followed up, in greater detail, by Maldonado et al. (15). They used a combination of tetrode electrophysiology and optical recording of intrinsic signals in cat areas 17 and 18 to claim that orientation tuning in the pinwheel centers is as strong as in the surrounding area. Maldonado et al. (15) supported their claim by pointing out that the optical recording signal is a population average, and so individual neurons in the pinwheel centers, even if they were strongly tuned to orientation, would average to a weak population response at the pinwheel centers imaged through optical recording. However, these authors also did not discuss potential consequences of spatial blur in optical recording studies.
recording, nor did they provide any detailed error analysis of their observations. Although the experiment of Bartfeld and Grinvald (14) was in primates, and that of Maldonado et al. (15) was in cats, these two results are widely seen to make the seemingly consistent argument that orientation tuning at pinwheel centers is strong. Because CO blobs exhibit little or no orientation tuning, this purported strong orientation tuning at the pinwheel centers is consistent with the hypothesis that pinwheel centers do not coincide with the CO blobs.

In support of the observations of Grinvald and colleagues, a recent joint in vivo optical recording of intrinsic signals and CO histology experiment performed in owl monkey V1 by Xu et al. (16) estimated that pinwheel density is roughly twice that of CO blob density. If the densities of these two systems were to differ markedly, the systems could not be in one-to-one alignment.

Grinvald and colleagues (14, 17) rejected the previously established classical model that pinwheel centers and CO blobs are aligned. In its place, they suggested an alternate hypercolumn model, based on their optical recording observations, that depicts the pinwheel centers and the CO blobs staggered and out of alignment. This hypothesis has been widely accepted and now appears in textbooks (see, e.g., ref. 18). In this report, we show that a careful quantification of the physical limits to the spatial resolution of optical recording based on an analysis of photon scatter and microscope optics, combined with an understanding of the mathematical properties of orientation maps, demonstrates that there is insufficient spatial resolution in optical recording, as it has generally been used to date, to reject the classical model.

Establishing the precise alignment of submillimeter modular systems in the brain requires a careful error analysis because systematic errors in the range of even 100 µm could lead to false displacement of two different modular systems. One source of error is the unavoidable fact that any optical system has finite spatial resolution and thus introduces non-zero spatial blur. The point-spread function (PSF), characterized by its full width at half maximum (FWHM), is a common measure of the spatial resolution of an optical system. The physical lower limit for the PSF of optical recording is provided by the joint effects of photon scatter in the turbid cortical tissue and the depth of field of the optical system.

It is so important to clarify the details of spatial resolution and identify sources of spatial filtering because of the vectorial nature of cortical orientation maps. Blur (i.e., spatial averaging) is usually considered in terms of a scalar-valued image source, e.g., a conventional photograph. However, cortical orientation maps that encode both magnitude and orientation at each pixel are vector-valued images. The peaks in a scalar-valued image, such as a photograph, will have negligible positional error associated with isotropic Gaussian blur: the center of a blurred spot will be, on average, in the correct position. However, a vector-valued image, such as a cortical orientation map, has a systematic positional error associated with spatial blur.

The easiest way to understand the difference between blurring scalar- and vector-valued data is to note what happens when one attempts to arithmetically average orientations. (Recall that orientation is defined between 0° and 180°.) The average of the numbers 0 and 180° is 90°. However, the average of the orientations 0° and 180° is not 90°, but, rather, it is 0° (or 180°). This phenomenon is often called phase wrapping in one-dimensional signal processing. Orientations do not obey the same rules of arithmetic as do numbers. As a consequence, blur induces non-zero mean error for singularity location in vector-valued images (19, 20, 21). (A computer animation illustrating the behavior of orientation maps due to various amounts of spatial blur, which is discussed in detail below, can be seen in Movie 1 and Fig. 4, which are published as supporting information on the PNAS web site.)

Additional information can be found in Figs. 5–11, which are published as supporting information on the PNAS web site.

To date, the only detailed experimental measurement of the resolution of optical recording (that we are aware of) was provided by Orbach and Cohen (21), who report a PSF of 200 µm FWHM calculated based on imaging a pinhole in aluminum foil through 500 µm of resected salamander olfactory bulb.

Contradicting this experimental result, several authoritative reviews of optical recording report estimates that are much smaller than the measurement of Orbach and Cohen (21). For example, one review states that the resolution of optical recordings is in the range of 50–100 µm (22). Another review states that it is better than 50 µm (17). These claims were not supported by any accompanying computational or experimental evidence.

Moreover, these same reviews state that one advantage of the narrow depth of field of the microscope is that the vasculature on the cortical surface is removed by defocus: the depth of field is so narrow that relatively large blood vessels are blurred enough that they vanish. Because columnar structure in the brain is extensive in depth (so that the entire vertical extent of a cortical column can never be simultaneously in focus), the neuronal response and surface vessels will also experience significant blur. One of the chief goals of the present work is to analyze this optical blur and unavoidable photon scatter in detail.

In this report, we show that the statistical error associated with photon scatter and absorption in in vivo brain tissue combined with the optics of the imaging system, assuming standard experimental parameters, is in the range of 250 µm FWHM. Associated with this PSF is a systematic error in the location of pinwheel centers and a reduction in their density because of the vectorial nature of these patterns. Because this positional error is systematic rather than merely statistical, the apparent location of a pinwheel center measured by optical recording is never (on average) in the correct in vivo location. We estimate the magnitude of the mean systematic positional offset to be ≈116 µm for standard experimental parameters. This offset is large enough to account for the claimed misalignment of the two columnar systems. Because the application of spatial filters in postprocessing is typical in optical recording data analysis (e.g., ref. 23), it also illustrates the effects of band-pass postprocessing, which are as problematic as the low-pass filtering associated with the physical lower limit for resolution. The error induced by postprocessing depends on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the parameters of the spatial filters. We show, assuming a wide range of SNRs and commonly used filters, that postprocessing can inflate the pinwheel density by as much as 100% and can introduce substantial positional error in the location of orientation singularities.

Grinvald and colleagues (14, 17) cite the PSF FWHM measured experimentally by Orbach and Cohen (21), but claim that the actual resolution of optical recording is two to four times higher than the reported value. They justify the higher resolution by stating that “...a differential map is calculated, the spatial resolution increases.” (ref. 22, page 4177), and “[the] reproducibility in location of the pinwheel centers suggests, that the resolution of differential optical recording may be better than 50 µm” (ref. 17, page 34). No evidence or detailed discussion is presented to corroborate the claim that differential imaging can reduce the point spread measured by Orbach and Cohen (21) by 400%. It is certainly true that differential imaging improves the SNR of optical recording because it will reject common-mode noise signals. However, improving the basic PSF of an optical system, i.e., the spatial resolution, requires deconvolution techniques, sometimes called super-resolution (23, 24). Successful deconvolution requires very high SNR and very good understanding of both the signal and the noise. Neither of these conditions holds for optical recording. Additionally, reproducibility of a measurement is necessary for precision, but is insufficient to guarantee accuracy. An inaccurate measurement, associated with a systematic effect, is exactly reproducible. Therefore, the reproducibility over time of optical recording says nothing about the underlying spatial resolution.

over sources at 200–500 μm, and the gray matter/white matter interface is denoted by a dashed black line. The white star marks the model photon source 500 μm below the gray matter/air interface. Red dots mark points at which a photon was absorbed. Green dots mark points at which photons exit the tissue. The small 1-mm thickness of gray matter illustrated here demonstrates the qualitative difference as the model photon travels through gray matter versus white matter. However, in our simulations, cortical gray matter of 2.3-mm thickness was used, and each PSF was computed from 10^8 photons per reflectance source. (b) Resultant columnar PSF, averaged over cortical depths from 200 to 500 μm. The columnar PSF is formed by adjusting the focal point of the macroscope focus set at a depth of 300 μm. The FWHM is 234.3 μm. Also shown are a 280-μm FWHM Gaussian function, which is the result of Orbach and Cohen (21) (corrected by our Monte Carlo results for missing back-scatter), and a 50-μm FWHM Gaussian function, which is suggested as a possible value by Grinvald et al. (17).

Materials and Methods

To determine the physical limits on spatial resolution of optical recording, we used standard Monte Carlo methods (25) to model photon scatter and absorption in gray matter and white matter for photons of wavelength 633 nm (a commonly used optical recording light source) together with a diffractive optics modeling system to study the depth of field of the macroscope (26) (a lens system commonly used for image acquisition in optical recording).** Our goal was to provide the limiting physical PSF in cortical tissue due to photon scatter and optics. We did not address the additional biological aspects of this problem, which can only make the PSF broader.†† Therefore, our results provide a conservative physical limit on the best possible spatial resolution obtainable with this technique.

An example of our simulation results for the scattering of 633-nm wavelength photons by a reflectance point source in cortical tissue is illustrated in Fig. 1. Because of the turbid nature of cortex, the trajectories of photons reflected by a point source exhibit a three-dimensional “fuzz-ball” structure depicted in Fig. 1a. Note that photons which ultimately escape cortex, those photons that comprise the image, predominantly exit from shallow tissue depths.

To compute the photon-scatter PSF, we calculated, for each location in the three-dimensional model cortex, the probability of a photon scattering to that location from a fixed reflectance point. We also obtained the optical transfer function of the macroscope by using an industry standard diffractive optics modeling system (see Supporting Text, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site, and Figs. 7 and 8). We then combined through convolution the photon-scatter distribution with the macroscope transfer function, and averaged over cortical depths from 200 to 500 μm to obtain a columnar PSF to emulate the response to a signal source emanating from a column of activated neurons. The columnar PSF for a model experiment with a focal depth of 300 μm is presented in Fig. 1b, demonstrating a resulting FWHM of ~240 μm. [Note that the FWHM of the PSF is a function of focal depth; it significantly broadens as the focal point is positioned deeper into cortical tissue (28). This finding suggests that minimization of optical blur is achieved by focusing near the cortical surface (see, e.g., ref. 29) rather than focusing at 300–600 μm below the cortical surface, as is common.] For reference, in the same plot, we show a 50-μm FWHM Gaussian PSF, as reported by Grinvald et al. (17), and a 280-μm FWHM Gaussian PSF, corresponding to the in vivo observations of Orbach and Cohen (21) adjusted to in vivo conditions (see Supporting Text), and the 240-μm FWHM PSF that was determined from our Monte Carlo simulation of the photon-scatter and macroscope-optics model. The heavy tails of the resultant columnar PSF suggest that the function is better modeled as a Cauchy function than as a Gaussian function; see Supporting Text for a discussion comparing these two functions.

The results of our detailed Monte Carlo simulation and diffractive optics model and the adjusted experimental measurement of Orbach and Cohen (21) demonstrate that the spatial resolution of optical recording is far lower than the typical estimates. What are the consequences of this lower resolution for the interpretation of the data? We used computational modeling to evaluate the effect of the spatial blur inherent to optical recording on the observed pinwheel pattern.

A simulated pinwheel pattern (see Fig. 9 for details) of periodicity matching the CO blob system (i.e., 350 × 550 μm) was created by using band-pass-filtered random orientation values (30) and is shown in Fig. 2a. The result of blurring this map with a Cauchy low-pass filter of 240-μm FWHM is shown in Fig. 2b. (Note that blurring the pinwheel pattern is identical to blurring the individual orientation response images that are used to form the pinwheel pattern; see Supporting Text and Figs. 10 and 11.) Although the original and blurred pinwheel maps are qualitatively similar in appearance, they are quantitatively very

---


††“Microlensing” caused by dense layers of cell bodies has been mentioned as a serious source of optical recording interference (27). Biological sources of spatial blur include hemodynamics, heart pulsation, and the generally poorly understood nature of the coupling of neural activation to changes in the optical properties of tissue, and the underlying noise and spontaneous neural activity.

---

Fig. 1. Monte Carlo simulation. (a) Sample of 100 model photon paths in cortical tissue. Cortical gray matter, in this example, was taken to be 1,000 μm thick, and the gray matter/white matter interface is denoted by a dashed black line. The white star marks the model photon source 500 μm below the gray matter/air interface. Red dots mark points at which a photon was absorbed. Green dots mark points at which photons exit the tissue. The small 1-mm thickness of gray matter illustrated here demonstrates the qualitative difference as the model photon travels through gray matter versus white matter. However, in our simulations, cortical gray matter of 2.3-mm thickness was used, and each PSF was computed from 10^8 photons per reflectance source. (b) Resultant columnar PSF, averaged over cortical depths from 200 to 500 μm. The FWHM is 234.3 μm. Also shown are a 280-μm FWHM Gaussian function, which is the result of Orbach and Cohen (21) (corrected by our Monte Carlo results for missing back-scatter), and a 50-μm FWHM Gaussian function, which is suggested as a possible value by Grinvald et al. (17).
different. (Note also that we have conservatively assumed that there is no spatial noise and no postprocess filtering; relaxing these assumptions leads to much greater errors, as shown below.)

Results

Our computer simulation results establish three important effects of spatial filtering on the orientation map spatial structure:

1. Orientation singularities approach and annihilate in left- and right-handed pairs when increasing amounts of spatial blur are applied. Therefore, the measured density of pinwheels is significantly reduced and the measured spacing is significantly increased by the blur inherent in optical recording (see Supporting Text).

2. Orientation singularity position is systematically offset as a function of spatial blur. The observed pinwheel position is, on average, displaced from the correct in vivo position by a mean of 116 μm.

3. Orientation responses far from singularities are more spatially stable under blur than that near pinwheel centers.

The systematic error associated with low-pass filtering orientation maps was studied by varying the presumed blur over a large range and generating 1,000 simulated orientation maps for each FWHM. The results are summarized in Fig. 3a. For a simulated in vivo pinwheel pattern with 350 × 550-μm spacing, as the Cauchy blurring kernel broadens, the average pinwheel movement increases nearly linearly, resulting in a bias in the observed singularity location relative to the true in vivo location of the singularity. At 240-μm FWHM, the orientation singularity position error is 116 μm on average. (b) Simulation of the experiment of Maldonado et al. (15). The offset of the tetrode recording site from the true orientation singularity location is demonstrated on a synthetic orientation tuning preference map. Here, the tetrode is illustrated by a spotlight of radius 65-μm offset from a orientation singularity by 116 μm. In this example, the tetrode observes an orientation range of ～40°. The black ring marks the area of a CO blob with a 100-μm radius centered at the chosen orientation singularity, and the areas of the tetrode recording and the CO blob exhibit little overlap. (Scale bar, 500 μm.)
through annihilation of neighboring right- and left-handed pinwheels by \( \approx 25\% \), and a systematic bias in their position of 116 \( \mu \)m is introduced. The results for the full range of blurs are shown in Fig. 3a and are illustrated in Movie 1.

Our results indicate that (i) pinwheel density, in the absence of spatial noise and postprocessing, is systematically determined by an amount determined by the magnitude of blur in the imaging technique and the veridical in vivo spacing; and (ii) the observed position of pinwheel centers is systematically offset from the true position by the imaging blur. This result is a bias, a non-zero mean error, in the blurred data. This finding means that the optically imaged position of a cortical pinwheel is never correct, but that it is offset from the true in vivo location.

These results require a reinterpretation of the observations of Bartfeld and Grinvald (14) and of Maldonado et al. (15). In the case of the Bartfeld and Grinvald (14) experiment, the pinwheel patterns generated by their optical recording are blurred versions of the true cortical pinwheel patterns and are therefore subject to the same pinwheel center offset that we see in simulation. Therefore, one can expect an average displacement of the observed pinwheel centers from their true locations on the order of 116 \( \mu \)m, which is enough to shift the pinwheel centers outside of the blob regions if the pinwheel centers and the CO blobs were truly aligned as in the classical model. Based on this argument, the results of the Bartfeld and Grinvald (14) experiment are insufficient to disprove that the two systems are aligned.

A further illustration of the scale of CO blobs in the macaque vis-à-vis the systematic error in pinwheel location is shown in Fig. 3b. Here, a synthetic pinwheel pattern, computed based on typical macaque parameters, is displayed with a 100-\( \mu \)m radius circular ring representing a CO blob centered on a pinwheel center. The spotlight superimposed on the pinwheel pattern above the CO blob region represents the reported 65-\( \mu \)m radius recording area of the tetrode [as used in the cat by Maldonado et al. (15)] displaced 116 \( \mu \)m away from the pinwheel center. This illustration demonstrates that the 116-\( \mu \)m pinwheel center displacement predicted by our simulations is sufficient to shift their tetrode placement enough for the tetrode recording area and the actual CO blob region to exhibit little overlap.

Pinwheel center offsets of this magnitude may also account for the observed range of orientations near pinwheel centers reported by Maldonado et al. (15) in the cat. The expected result for a tetrode placed at a pinwheel center would be to observe nearly a full 180° range of tuning in the neighborhood of the tetrode. We find that a 240-\( \mu \)m blur yields an average pinwheel offset of \( \approx 116 \) \( \mu \)m, and this would correspond, within a tetrode recording radius, to an average observed orientation range of 43.2° (based on macaque pinwheel spacing parameters), which is very similar to the range reported by Maldonado et al. (15) of 39.2° at the (purported) pinwheel centers. Had their tetrode been placed at an actual pinwheel center, an orientation range of 180° would be expected. This analysis supports our hypothesis that their tetrode was systematically located in a region of the cortex significantly distant, perhaps up to 100 \( \mu \)m, from the actual in vivo pinwheel center. (The results of our tetrode experiment simulation are presented in Fig. 5.) It is likely that the optical recording data systematically misguided their tetrode placement such that observations of cells exhibiting strong orientation tuning were made from cells that were not in fact located in the true pinwheel centers.

The results presented thus far have only assumed sources of spatial blur attributable to purely physical phenomena, namely, photon scatter in tissue and optical point spread. These results, therefore, ultimately speak to the physical limitations of optical recording and the effects of its resolution on the analysis of orientation maps. It is common practice, however, to intentionally introduce spatial filtering during data postprocessing to eliminate unwanted spatial noise. This filtering can affect the position and density of orientation singularities and thus can impact observations on the alignment of the pinwheel pattern and CO blob system.

In Fig. 6, we briefly present the consequences of applying band-pass postprocess filters used in the recent Xu et al. (16) study that reported a higher density of orientation singularities than CO blobs. Our simulation shows that even assuming unrealistically high SNRs (in the range of 10–100), applying the same band-pass postprocess filters used by Xu et al. (16) introduces artificial pinwheels, nearly doubling the initial density, and induces substantial positional error for the orientation singularities. As demonstrated by the results shown in Fig. 6, this effect is strongly dependent on the spatial SNR of the data, with smaller SNR increasing the error. Thus, even though Xu et al. (16) took steps, following the recommendations in a preliminary version of this report**, to minimize physical blur by focusing shallowly in the cortical tissue during optical recording, their use of postprocess filters undermines their conclusion that the pinwheel and CO blob systems are misaligned.

**Discussion**

Optical recording, when used to image scalar-valued distributions such as the intensity patterns measured in visual topography experiments (31), is much less sensitive to resolution limits than vector-valued images because scalar-valued images are expected to have an \( \approx 0 \) mean error associated with blur. Additionally, a significant component of the spatial blur analyzed here is caused by the microscope because of its very narrow depth of field (26). Although the large light-gathering properties of this instrument are an advantage for many applications, it is perhaps not the best choice of optics for sensitive spatial measurement of vector-valued patterns. Furthermore, the common practice of focusing at depths significantly below the very top layer of cortex, where photons escape into the instrument, is a significant cause of error.

Scalar-valued imaging was used in several optical recording experiments (32, 33) to locate CO blobs in vivo. This approach is expected to be free of the systematic location error associated with using the pinwheel formalism. By using the blob imagery as a guide, it should be possible to make extensive electrode penetrations in a small number of blob regions and the corresponding extra-blob regions. If additional errors related to parallax and to alignment of in vivo and in vitro anatomical patterns were carefully handled, the details of blob and extrablob hypercolumn structure could be further clarified by this approach.

Voltage-sensitive dye imaging (34) has the same physical limits on resolution from photon scatter and optics as does intrinsic optical recording. However, limiting the vertical range of dye penetration to superficial cortex could provide the benefit of limiting the extension in depth of the optical source. Then, appropriate focus of the optical system would provide a considerably more favorable columnar PSF. An emerging high-resolution imaging technique that uses laser-scanning fluorescence microscopy with multiphoton excitation avoids the problems of photon scatter because all photons collected from a particular scan position emanate from a single excitation point in the tissue (27, 28).

Optical recording is a major addition to the tools available for exploring functional neuroanatomy. However, until recently, there has been little appreciation of the dependence of results obtained with optical recording, particularly the imaging of

vector-valued orientation maps in visual cortex on spatial resolution. The effective spatial filter that has been derived in this report, from Monte Carlo simulation and diffraction optics modeling, depends in a complicated way on the wavelength of light, the depth of field of the optics, the choice of focal depth, and the extent of vertical summation. By illuminating with light at 633-nm wavelength, imaging through macroscope optics, and assuming a columnar structure that extends from 200 to 500 μm, we have found that the effective FWHM of the physical component of blur is ~250 μm at a focal depth of 300 μm. This finding argues that optical recording resolution is much coarser than is commonly assumed, which leads to serious errors in the estimation of the quantitative properties of orientation maps. Postprocess spatial filtering, which is widely used, can cause large additional variations in observed pinwheel center density and position.

Our results are comparable to those provided by Orbach and Cohen (21), and with the recent Monte Carlo study of Deng and Gu (35), who found a PSF FWHM of ~350 μm for 400-nm wavelength light at a focal depth of 500 μm with a 0.25 numerical aperture lens. We emphasize that the experiment of Orbach and Cohen (21) and the simulation of Deng and Gu (35) refer to slightly different conditions from those that we studied, which are specific to the macroscope and to columnar neuronal structure. Nevertheless, all three results suggest a spatial resolution in the range of 300-μm FWHM.

Error analysis in this area has been neglected and must become a standard requirement for quantitative study of hypercolumn structure. In this context, it would be extremely desirable to directly measure the columnar PSF, for example, by imaging fluorescent beads embedded in tissue at different cortical depths. Then, the analysis and simulation methods outlined here could be used as a guide to establish error bounds for individual experiments for the specific optics, wavelength, and depth of focus used.

The conclusion of our analysis is that optical recording, as it has been used to date, does not have sufficient accuracy to determine the spatial relationship between the CO blob and the orientation pinwheel systems. Hopefully, techniques such as multiphoton optical recording will succeed in resolving this issue that is central to understanding the functional architecture of visual cortex. At the present time, at least one detailed microelectrode study (8) has affirmed what we term the classical model for the cortical hypercolumn: cells in CO blobs exhibiting poor orientation tuning lie at the centers of orientation pinwheels, and CO blobs and pinwheel centers spatially coincide. Subsequent rejections of it, through optical recording methods, are clouded by methodological problems and do not stand up to the conservative error analysis provided in this article.
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